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410 mins on 4 discs, color & b/w
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The ArchiTecTure of Doom
Featuring never-before-seen film footage of Adolf Hitler and the Nazi regime, 

this spectacular film shows the inner workings of the Third Reich and 
illuminates the Nazi aesthetic in art, architecture and popular culture.

“Shocking. Includes all manner of Nazi spectacles.” 
-Village Voice

“A masterpiece of scholarship and imagination.” 
-Variety

DeAr uNcLe ADoLf
More than any other documents, it is the personal private letters 

written by the German people to Adolf Hitler that provide the most 
intimate details of the Third Reich. A treasure of more than 100,000 
such letters was recently found, hidden in a secret Russian archive. 
The uncensored letters, which include declarations of loyalty, love 
letters and the occasional words of protest, reveal the true feelings 

of the German people – their hopes, longings and fears.

“Shocking. Documents the incredible 
charisma of Adolf Hitler.” -Die Welt

hiTLer: A cAreer
How did a rabble-rouser from Austria rise to become Germany’s 

messianic Fuhrer? Why did Germans from all walks of life embrace 
the Nazi philosophy and willingly follow Hitler into a titanic conflict 
and utter destruction? This stunning film dissects the Third Reich 
with a keen analytical blade, charting Hitler’s improbable rise, his 
mastery of imagery and crowd psychology, and his consummate 

skill in exploiting the weaknesses in others.

“This re-examination of the Nazi past is a 
revelation...never fails to stun audiences.” 

-TIME Magazine

The ToP SecreT TriAL of The ThirD reich
Through authentic footage of the 1944 trial of the men who conspired to 
assassinate the Führer in the Valkyrie Conspiracy, this astonishing film 
details the various attempts to assassinate Hitler and sheds light on the 

anti-Nazi resistance – from the bomb in Munich’s Bürgerbräukeller to 
Claus von Stauffenberg’s explosive attack on the Wolfsschanze. 

“An extremely worthy contribution to the 
history of the German opposition during the 
Third Reich; even more, a document of the 

conscience of the ‘Other Germany’.” 
-Die Welt
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